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Abstract
This paperstudiestheapplication
of StructuredSingularValues
(SSV or p) for analysis and synthesis ofthe Space Shuttle lateral axis
flightcontrolsystem (FCS) duringreentry.While this is afairlystandard FCS problem in most respects, the aircraft model
is highly uncertaindue to thepoorlyknownaerodynamiccharacteristics(e.g.aero
are madeof the conventionalFCSwith
coefficients).Comparisons
alternatives based on H , optimal control and p-synthesis. T h e problem
as formulated is particularlyinteresting m-d challengingbecausethe
uncertainty is large and highly structured.

1. Introduction
During reentry theShuttleFCS
is in automaticmodeusinga
series ofS-turnstoreducespeedbelowMach
1. The flightcondition
we will consider is at Mach .9, just prior to the heading alignment circle
(HAC), which lines the Shuttle up on the runway for landing. Potential
robustnessproblemswerefound
at this flightconditioninaprevious
study ([Ml],[M2]) done at Honeywell'sSystems and ResearchCenter
(SRC) for the Space and Strategic Avionics Division (SSAvD), who are
responsible for validation of the Shuttle FCS.

T h e SRC study was a preliminary investigation of the use of p in
analyzingrobusmess of theShuttleFCS,wherethedominantuncer9 key aerodynamic
tainty is modeled as largeparametervariationsin
coefficients. SSAvD is now using p to augment conventional analysis,
which essentially involves trial and error using coefficient combinations
known to produce problems. The potential advantage in using p is that
it is faster and more reliable than uying to search the high dimensional
p analysis
parameterspaceforbadcoefficientvalues.Furthermore,
[Dl] can be combined with H , optimal control methods [Fl] to produce
H , perfora synthesis method, called p-synthesis [D3], which provides
mance in the presence of structured uncertainty.
This paper reports on study
a
at SRCusingp-synthesis
to
redesign the flight control laws. T h e objective was to mimic the performancecharacteristics
of the existingFCS(referredto
as BrandX
this performanceforawider
throughout this paper),whileproviding
range of uncertainty. The resultingcontroller,referredto
as Musyn,
thus has better robust performance. T h e problem was simplified to some
extent to focus attention on the dominant features that were found to be
themostsignificantproblemsintheactualsystem.
T h e performance
objective of the FCS is to execute bank commands with turn coordination in
the
presence
of gust
disturbances
using
aileron (actually
differential elevon) and rudder (the yaw jets are turned off at Mach 1).
Sensor noise,largeuncertaintyinthetheaerodynamiccoefficients,
and acceleration,anddelaysto
penalties on actuatormagnitude,rate,
represent effects of sampling were included. The major neglected pracare theeffects
of vehicleflexibility and nonlinearities.
ticalissues
While these are important and significantly complicate the final design,
they do not change the results in any qualitative way. It is important to
emphasize that this brief study is intended only to illustrate the use of p
and is not a definitive treatment of the Shuttle FCS.

The paper is organizedinto6sections.Sections2and
3 briefly
review p analysis and synthesis and Section4describestheproblem
formulation. The review is minimal,coveringonlythosemethodsthat
were actually used, and in
no way claims to be a review of the robust
control theory field. Section 5 begins with an analysis of BrandX along
with an H , controller that ncglects uncertainty and gives slightly better
performance but essentially no robustness. The Musyn design dramatiloss of nominal
callyimprovesrobustperformancewithonlyaslight
p and timeresponses.Secperformance.Comparisonaremadeusing
tion 6 has conclusions and an appendix is included with realizations of
the aircraft model and the BrandX controller.
Enough data is included
all results couldbereproin this paper so that, at leastinprinciple,
duced.

2. Analysis Review
This sectionwill very brieflyreviewthebasicfrequency-domain
of
methods for analyzingtheperformanceandrobustnessproperties
feedbacksystemsusing
p ([Dll,[D31,[D4],[Ml]). T h e generalframework to be used in this paper is illustrated in the diagram in Figure la.
Any linear interconnection of inputs, outputs, commands, perturbations,
to match this diagram. For the purand a controller can be rearranged
be viewedasjustanothersystem
pose of analysisthecontrollercan
componentandthediagramreduces
to thatinfigure
lb. The uncertaintyin v and A as well as theperformancespecifications
on e are
1. This requiresthat all weightingfuncassumedtobenormalizedto
tions and scalings have been absorbed into the interconnection suucture
G. We willconsiderperformanceobjectivesexpressed
in terms of
1/G221/w= sup B(G22vo)).Recallthatrobuststabilityforunstructured
0

uncertainty(only
B(A) < 1is
known)depends
on IIGllllw. Unfortunately,normboundsareinadequateindealingwithrobustperformanceandrealisticmodelsofplantuncertaintyinvolvingstructure;
more complicated mathematical objects involving p are required.
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Figure l a General Framework
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To begin with, assume that A belongs to a set like

4 = { ding(Al,Az, . . . ,A,,) }

or &
E

T h e function p has the properties p(uM)
der(I-MA)fo
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=
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A I E(A) <

1}.(2.1)

la1 p(M) and

=

iff

p(hf) I 1.

(2.2)

Obviously, p is a function of M which depends on the structure of 4.
For this informal discussion just keep this fact in mind since the S ~ U C ture will always be clear from context. Let
u

=

{diag(U1,Uz, . , . JJ") 1 UfU,
= I>

(2.3)

D
-

=

{diag(dlI,dzI,...,d,J) 1 di E R+}

(2.4)

where the sets and match the smcture of 4. Note that the _U and
4 invariant in the sense that A E 4, U E _U and D E
implies that B(AU) = tS(UA) = U(A) and DAD-' = A. The sets _V
and Q can be used to obtain the bounds

The standard approach to minimizing (3.1) over Q involves the
so-called y-iteration, which is computationally intensive. The alternative
used in this paper is to simply choose Q to minimize ~ ~ R l l + ~ / , . This
provides a good approximation and isrelatively cheap computationally
[C21.
T h e p analysis and H , synthesis methods combine to produce psynthesis. Recall that p may be obtained by scaling and applying +l,
so that a reasonable approach is to "solve"

Q leave

max

UE

MU) I p ( ~ )I inf

~(DMD-')

D E

(2.5)

where p denotes the spectral radius and i7 denotes the maximum singular value.
The key theorems about p show that the lower bound is always an
equality and the upper bound is an equality when n 5 3. Unfortunately, the optimization problem implied by the lower bound has multiple local maxima so it does not immediately yield a reliable computational approach. Although iS(DMD-') is convex in In(D) so that the
infimum can be found by search over n-1 real parameters, the infimum
is not necessarily equal to p (Le., an exampleofstrict ineqvality has
been found for n = 4). On the otherhand, extensive experimentation
indicates that the upper bound may be close to p in general, although
this has not been proven. The worst case ratio of lower over upper
bound found so far is .85. For allthe cases in this paper, p is equal to
the upper bound.
Another important aspect of the upper bound isthat p may be
viewed as B plus scaling. Thus the general synthesis methods
developed for H , optimization may be applied, via scalings, to optimize
p. This will be discussed further in the synthesis square blocks, but it
is easy toextend p tohandle both nonsquare and repeated blocks,
although the notation becomes cumbersome.

The importance of p for studying robustness of feedback systems
is due to the following two theorems, w h c h characterize in terms of p
the robust stability and robust performance of a system in the presence
of suuctured uncertainty.

by iteratively solving for K and D. With either K or D fixed, the global
optimum in the other variable may be found using the p and H , solutions described previously. Unfortunately, this iterative scheme is not
guaranteed tofind
the global optimum of (3.2). Nevertheless, the
approach appears promising and substantial progress is being made in
developing methods to obtain the global optimum [D4].

4. ProblemDescription
The performance objective of the MusynFCS is to mimic the
BrandX FCS but with better robustness. Since BrandX was not
designed by H , techniques, and since H , performance objectives only
make practical sense when they include meaningful variables and
weights, it is necessary to carefully reinterpret the BrandX performance
in terms of weighted H , performance objectives. Fortunately, the
mathematical properties of H , make this process relatively easy.
Besides, the performance specifications for a typical FCS translate fairly
naturally into the H , context. Based on consultation with engineers
familiar with the Shuttle FCS each disturbance, command, noise, error,
and actuator variable was given simple, reasonable weights. These
weights were then adjusted until each variable made an equal conmbution to the ll@llm norm for the BrandX closed loop system. This
approach finesses the problem of selecting weighted H , performance
objectives exclusively from physical considerations, an issue which will
not be considered in this paper. Because flexible effects have been
neglected in the problem formulation, the BrandX controller was
simplified by removing bending mode filters.
The 4-state rigid body aircraft model has state variables and measurements

Theorem RS (Robust Stability)
F,(G,A) stable

VA

i f f sup p(GllVw)) 5 1

E

0

Theorem RP(RobustPerformance)
F,(G,A) stable and

iff

llFu(G,A)il, 5 1 VA

E

where ny is lateral acceleration See Figure 2 for definitions of the variables. Angle of attack is denoted by a and V is the velocity vector.

sup p(G@o)) I 1
0

Figure 2 .
I

(where p inTheorem RF' is computed with respect to the structure
- = { diag(Ab,+l) I A E 41 ).

A

3. Synthesis Review
The basic framework for the general H , optimal control problem
( D ~ l , [ D 3 l , [ C ~ l , [ F lisshown
l)
in figure IC. For a review of H ,
theory, S e e PI]. The objective is to find a stabilizing K which minimizes IIFXP,KlI,.
The first step is to find J such that
FXP,FXJ,Q)) = FXT,Q) = TIl-NQN E RH, is stable and affinefor
any Q E RH,. We are interested in a particular J which results in N
afg N being inner and co-inner respectively. Thatis, P N = I and
N N * = I. This requires a coprime factorization with
[Cl]. In addition, we require N and
1

fi1inner

"!
x

'i 2

so that

+
I

2

are square and inner. Then
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The units used throughout the paper are r d s for p and r, ft/?
for
ny, fils forthegust, and rad for Q exceptin the plotswhere deg and
degis replace rad and radlsec. Each measurement is corrupted by addi-

FerfornanceanaSensornoiseweights
p , r (cieg/si, n (ft/s/s),phi (deg)

tive sensor noise which becomes more severe with increasing frequency.
Since p and r are both measured with comparable gyroscopes, their sensor noise
weights
are assumed to be identical and equal
to
3~1O~~(l+s/.Ol)/(l+s/.5).
The measurementfor Q is obtainedfroma
navigation
package
at reduced
a
sample
rate
so its
weight
of
7~10-~(1+s/.01)/(l+s/2)
was chosen to be relatively large in mid to high
frequencies. An alternativeschemewouldhavebeentointroducea
frequency-dependent perturbation to reflect the effects of sampling. The
weightforthe
ny accelerometer is .25(1+~/.05)/(l+s/lO).
The sensor
noise weighting filters are the increasing Bode magnitude plots shown
in Figure 3.
T h e additional external inputs are the command in Q and a lateral
gustdisturbanceweighted
by .5(l+s/2)l(l+sl.5)and 30*(l+s/2)/(l+s),
respectively. Performance is described in terms of

e&

=

Wp.[

y;

1

(4.2)

W h o /

where ny and rp = r - ,0374,the error fromnominalturnrate
are
regulated to provide turn coordination. The
is generated by an
1/(1+2((s/~)+(s/w)~)
with w = 1.2 r d s and
"ideal"modelresponse
( = .7. An "ideal" turn would
produce
Q=
with no sensed
acceleration and no turn rate error (ny = rp = 0). Of course, the vehicle
a! idealmaneuver and a good controlsystem
physicspreventssuch
seekstoapproachtheideal.Inmostconventionallateralaxiscontrol
turn coordination varidesigns, ny and rp are blended to form a single
able, because from a loop-shaping perspective
it is easier to work with
two instead of three performancevariablestomatchthe
two inputs.
this papersuch"squaring
Since we willnotbeusingloop-shapingin
down" is unnecessary. The Wp,$performanceweightsarethedecreasingfunctionsplottedinFigure
3. The generalshape of the weights
indicates our desire to provide good performance in the low to mid frequencyrange.Frequenciesbelow
.01 rad aregenerallyneglectedsince
signals in this range are too slow to have an impact on the Shuttle reentry and landing. T h e performance weights are

The actuator
models
are
second-order
lags
of the
form
1/(1+2<(s/w)+(s/~)~)
with w = 21 r d s and 6 = .75for the rudder and
w = 14 radis and = .72for the elevon. To reflect practical saturation

<

considerationsactuator psition, rate, and acceleration(inradiansand
seconds)
are
weighted
by (2,.2,.009)respectively
for
rudder
and
(4,1,.005) for
elevon.
second-order
A
delay
approximation
of
(1-2((s/o)+(~/w)~)/(1+2((s/w)+(s/o)~),
o = 173, = ,866 W ~ S also
included in each actuator to model the effects of the digital implementation ofthe controller.Althoughsuchamodel
is simplistic,experience
has shown that it is entirely adequate for this type of study.

Uncertainty is modeled by representing each coefficient by a nominalvalueplusaperturbation.Interms
of thecoefficientmatrixin
(4.3),the perturbation may be written as

1

'YP$P

rYa% ryr%

' 4 6 , ~r-6,
rw8w

I[
=

rdlr

3
.
8 R,,

diag(6,pJ,aJ,r)

Re,

'[

1

Each 3x1 vector 6+,
6,r is assumedto be of Euclideannorm 1, so
our perturbation mamx is 9x3. The groupings on the pembations is
motivated by expectedcorrelationsbetween the uncertainties.Alternatively, we could, of course, ignore this and use a diagonal 9x9 permrbation. The R weightingsare
Rep = diag( 2.194, -1.517, -.7180
)*
R,, = diag( -1.327, 1.347,
,5185), ROr = diag( -.3656, .8667, ),,2393
which are (conservative) current estimates of the size of the corresponding aero coefficient. The signs are simply arbitrary choices.

The majoruncertaintyin
this problem is intheaerodynamic
coefficients. These coefficientsarestandardaerodynamicparameters
which express incremental forces and torques generated by incremental
changes in sideslip, aileron, and rudder angles. Thus

Oneconventional way to viewthe 6's is as fixed butunknown
realparameters. This assumesthattherigidbodydynamicsareperfectly described by one'4 order model, but we simply do not know a
prioriwhichone.Analternativeview
is thatsincethecoefficients
represent the generation of aerodynamic forces and moments, they are
Funhermore, they depend in
actuallythemselvesdynamicalsystems.
complicated, nonlinear ways on quantities which are time-varying.
We
will not try to resolve this issue here but simply point out that these two
viewsleadtoapparentlyquitedifferentuncertaintymodels.Roughly
speaking, the former constrains the 6's to be real while the latter would
suggest that they be complex with possibly frequency-dependent magniour p-basedmethodsareinherentlycomplex,
we
tudebounds.Since
will take theconservativeapproachandtreatthe
6's ascomplex. We
haverelativelycrudeextensionstowhichfxatrealperturbationsand
will show that for this problem the complex assumption is only slightly
conservative. This allows us totemporarilyavoidresolvingthetricky
issue regarding the appropriate way to view the coefficient uncertainty.

The coefficients c,, are typically estimated from theoretical predictions, numerical calculations, and experiments in wind tunnels and/or
flight tests. The Shuttle at Mach .9 is in a transonic regime involving a
mixture of subsonic and supersonic flows. Neither the theoretical, comare particularlyaccurate at this
putational, or windtunneltechniques
flightcondition, so withextremelylimitedflightdatathecoefficient
uncertainty for the Shuttle is unusually large.

all thefeatures
Figure 4 showstheblockdiagramthatincludes
discussed above. It is clearly an example of Figure la, with e including
ep$ and e,,, v including Qcom, gust, and sensor noise, and y including
the measured outputs and Qco,,,. T h e dimensions of e, v, y , u, P,and A
are 9, 5,
6,and 2, 17x17,
and 9x3,respectively. State space models for
the aircraft and the BrandX controller are included in the appendix.

<
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5. Comparisons of Designs
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The corresponding plots for the Musyn design are shown in Figure 6. Robust stability and performance are improved at the expense of

Controller

a slieht degradation in nominal performance. Note that we now have
robust stability for the assumed &rmrbations, but robust performance is
not quite as desired.Itisinteresting
to consideracontrollerdesigned
using H , optimization of G u , ignoring the coefficient uncertainty. The
nominal performance ( U(G22) ) of this controller, which we'll call Hinf,
is plotted
along
with nominal
performance
of
BrandX
in
Figure
7.
Recallthat Hinf isobtained by approximatingthe H , optimalcontroller
flat if of theoretical H,
and so doesnotdisplaythecharacteristic
optimal designs, even though its norm is close.

w

5 . Brandx
Robustness

The p plots of robusmess and weightedperformancefor
the
BrandXdesign are shownin Figure 5. Refemng to Figure lb, the
dashed plots are, from the top, p(G) for robust performance, F ( G ~ for
~)
robuststability, and B(G22) fornominalperformance.
Note that the
weightschosenfornominalperformance
make IIGzll, = .5 . If p(G)
were less than 1 then performance would only degrade by a factor of 2
for this level of uncertainty. Unfortunately, BrandX is unstable for the
assumed uncertainty level because p(Gll) > 1 at ~ 1 . 5 .To give some
idea of the sensitivity to the assumption that the 6's are complex, compare with the solid line which gives a lower bound for "real p" for Gll.
This lower bound was computed using two different programs (by M.
Elgersma of SRC and M.K.Fan of U. of Maryland) which search for
destabilizingrealperturbations.Theseprogramscurrentlyrequirethat
the A have only scalar blocks so each 6 is assumed bounded in magnitude by1. Note that since this lower bound is comparable to the complex k(Gll), we need not be particularly concerned about our assumptions on the 6's.

tR
o e aPl a r a m e t eVr a r i a c i o n s ,

NominalPerformance,RobustStability,RobustPerfonance

The closeness of the BrandX and Hinf plots suggests two importantpoints.First,theweightselectionprocedure
was reasonablysuccessfulincapturing
the BrandXperformance.Hadtherebeen
any
turn
"slack intheweights
(e.g. inadequatepenaltyonactuatorsor
coordinationor too smallsensornoise),the
Hinf designwouldhave
takenadvantageof
this to produceamuchsmaller
norm. Secondly,
this perspective. The
BrandXis quiteoutstandingwhenviewedfrom
p(Gll) plot of robust stability for Hinf in Figure 8 shows that it is destabilized by even tiny perturbations, but this is not too surprising since
no robusmess was asked for.
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6 . Musyn Robustness t o Rea; P a r a m e t e r V a r i a t i o n s ,

Nominal Performance,Rob'istStability,RobustPerformance

8 . HinfDesignRobustStability
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f r e q J e n c y( r a d i a n s l s e c c n d )

1.

The p plots may seem a bit mysterious to the uninitiated, and may
obscureactually
issue
the important performance.
of robust
To get
another view of these designs, consider Figure 9 which plots

0.

max IFJG,A)IL

liaL 5 5
0.

vs.

6

wherethe max istakenover
A E 4. That is, the worstcaseperformanceoverall IlAllo. I 6 is plotted vs. 6. Nominalperformanceis at
6 = 0 and there
vertical
ais asymptote
at the 6, where the system
goes
unstable for some IlAlL = 6, (Le. 6, = l/p(Gl1)).

2

frequency
(radians/second)
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9. Perfonnance/UncertaintyTrade-off

Bran&and

I

I

1 0 . Musyn

Musyn

I

0 Robustness

t o RealParameterVariations,

NominalPerformance,RobustStability,RobustPerformance
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I

I
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0 0.0
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0.6

0.4

0.8

1.0

6

frequency(radtans/second)

The symbols are X for BrandX,
for Musyn, and 0 for an additionalp-synthesiscontrollerdesignedwith
the perturbationweight
reduced from 1 to .25. An exercise for aficianados: figure out how Figure 9 was made (hint: scale and compute p). Note that 0 has substantially better robustperformance than BrandXbutwithslightlypoorer
nominalperformance. 0 isacompromisethatslightlybeatsBrandX
than 0. Hinf was not
nominally with slightly less robust performance
plottedsinceitsrobusmess
is so patheticthat
For comparison,
the p plots for 0 that correspond to Figures 5 and 6 are in Figure 10.

&=O.

Some time domain comparisons of BrandX and Musyn are plotted
in the figuresbelow.Additionalanalysis
of Musynrevealed that its
mostseriousperformanceproblem(themostsignificantcontributor
to
llG2211 or Ilell), both absolute and relative to BrandX, is responses to the
I$ command. So to be fair, a step command of 28.6 deg ( = .5 rad) in
I$ was chosen. Hots are shown of the response of I$,the turn coordination variables 5 and rp and the surface deflections. BrandX is denoted

by an X andboth nominal and pertuibed conditionswereconsidered.
The. perturbation is one for which BrandX is almost neutrally stable:

[ 6.B

6*r

1

=

[

1.12 1.12 .93
1.12
O -1.12
O 1.12
OI

The time responses suggest
the
same conclusions as the p
analysis, that the nominal performance of the BrandX and Musyn controllers are quite similar, but the robusmess characteristics are dramatically different The contrastwith Hinf would be evenmoredramatic.
Of course, these time responses are only intended to be illustrative. No
definitive conclusions of the sort provided by p can be reached on the
basis of a few time responses. On the other hand, since p is fundamendirect implicationsfor
tally a frequencydomain analysistool,itsonly
the time domain are in terms of & or sinusoids.

tiac 1secmd.I
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6. Conclusions
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Appendix: Realizations of Aircraft and BrandX Controller

Matrix : aircraft
outputs7inputs6states4
x2

u5 x3
-9.900e-01
2.809e-01
-8.142e-02
-1.405e-01
O.OOOe+OO
0.000e+00
0.000e+00
O.OOOe+OO
1.000e+00
-4.058et00
0.000et00

u4 x4
3.637e-02
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
0.OOOetOO
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
.3.720e-05
1.OOOetOO

u3ul
1.275e-02
0.000et00
0.000et00
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
0.OOOetOO
O.OOOe+OO
0.000e+00
0.000et00
l.llle+Ol
O.OOOe+OO

u2
O.OOOe+OO
-3.114e-02
-1.905e-01
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
0.000et00
0.000et00
0.OOOetOO
-l.llle+Ol
0.000et00

O.OOOe+OO
-3.117e+00
-6.443e-02
0.000e+00
0.OOOetOO
O.OOOe+OO
0.000et00
O.OOOe+OO
0.000e+00
-l.llle+Ol
O.OOOe+OO

-1.240e-02
6.571e+00
3.783e-01
O.OOOe+OO
0.000e+00
1.000e+00
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
2.667et01
0.000et00

x1
u5 x2
u4 x3
x1 -1.000e-05 0.000e+00 0.000e+00
x2 0.000e+00 -1.000e-05 0.000e+00
x3 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 -1.250e+00
1.847e-01 5.026e-13
yl2.936e-01
y2 -9.253e-02 5.697e-01 -1.128e-01

u3ul
1.662e-01
-4.418e-02
-4.899e-09
1.615e-01
-4.037e-01

u2
-1.990e-01
-3.232e-02
7.652e-09
-2.560e-01
-6.507e-12

1.033e-02
5.960e-01
-1.286e-08
4.496e-01
3.371e+00

-9.109e-04
1.448e-03
-9.824e-02
1.862e-14
-5.389e-04

-1.656e-01
2.258e-02
5.329e-09
-1.767e-01
2.806e-01

x1

u6

1.409e-01
x2 -3.595e+00 -4.284e-01
-1.263e-02
x33.950e-01
1.000e+00
x40.000e+00
O.OOOe+OO
yl1.000e+00
y2 0.000e+00 0.000e+00
y3 0.000e+00 O.OOOe+OO
y4 0.000et00 1.000e+00
y5 0.000e+00 O.OOOe+OO
y6 -6.804e+01 -1.744et00
y7 0.000e+00 0.OOOetOO

x 1 -9.460e-02

Brandx Controller

Matrix : control
outputs2inputs5states3

2223

1.023e-02 -1.086e-04
1.256et00 -4.126e-03
-2.560e-014.533e-04
0.000e+000.000et00
0.000e+001.148e-03
0.000et000.000et00
1.000et000.000e+00
0.000e+000.000e+00
0.000et000.000e+00
-2.952e+00 -7.810e-02
0.000et000.000et00

